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Abstract: CDK1 (cyclin dependent kinase 1) is a key regulator of the cell cycle and is frequently
dysregulated in cancer, making it a promising target for anticancer therapy. Securigera securidaca L.
(S. securidaca) seeds, traditionally used in folk medicine for various ailments including cancer, were
examined for their potential as CDK1/Cks2 inhibitors using in silico approaches. A total of 14 phyto-
compounds was identified in the GC/MS chromatogram, with gingerone being the most abundant
at 25.67% and hippeastrine the least at 2%. Major constituents of the essential extract, including
gingerol, eugenol, α-curcumene, and gingerol, showed high values and made up 52% of the total
content of the volatile extract. Molecular docking and ADMET studies suggested that hippeastrine
and naringenin are potential hit candidates against CDK1, exhibiting good drug-like properties
and molecular interactions with desirable pharmacokinetic and toxicological characteristics close
to dinaciclib. Furthermore, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations showed that both compounds
exhibited stable conformations inside the binding site over the 100 ns MD simulation, suggesting they
may stabilize the protein structure by reducing the flexibility of the CDK1 backbone. Additionally,
MM-PBSA calculations further supported the stability of hippeastrine and naringenin in CDK1 com-
plexes. Overall, these findings suggest that hippeastrine and naringenin are potential hit candidates
for CDK1 inhibition, providing valuable insight into their binding and stability within the active site
of CDK1. Further investigation of these compounds with in vitro and in vivo assays is warranted to
assess their potential as CDK1 inhibitors for cancer therapy.

Keywords: CDK1; Securigera securidaca L.; molecular docking; ADEMT; molecular dynamic;
MM-PBSA

1. Introduction

Cancer is currently one of the most significant public health challenges worldwide
and a leading cause of death [1]. According to the latest GLOBOCAN 2020 data, there were
nearly 19.3 million new cancer cases (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer) and almost
10.0 million cancer-related deaths globally [1]. Despite remarkable progress in diagnos-
tics and therapeutics, cancer incidence and mortality rates remain high, highlighting the
pressing need for innovative strategies to manage cancer more effectively [2,3]. One of the
fundamental hallmarks of cancer is the overactivity of the cell cycle [2,4]. The cell cycle is a
tightly regulated and highly conserved process governed by various mechanisms including
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checkpoints, cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs), and cyclins [5,6]. Dysregulation of these reg-
ulatory mechanisms leads to the loss of control over the cell cycle, resulting in uncontrolled
cell proliferation and tumor progression [7,8]. Targeting cell cycle regulatory proteins, par-
ticularly CDKs, represents a promising approach for cancer therapy, as cell proliferation is
a crucial step in tumor development [9,10]. CDK1, a crucial member of the cell cycle kinase
family, plays a vital role in regulating cell cycle progression [11,12]. Studies have found
that dysregulation of CDK1 is affiliated with aggressive tumor development, chromosomal
instability, and increased cell proliferation in cancer [11–14]. The universal master kinase
nature of CDK1, which is conserved from yeast to humans, highlights the significant impact
of CDK1 dysregulation in cancer [13]. Moreover, CDK1 overexpression has been identified
in different cancer types, along with breast cancer, gastric cancer, ovarian cancer, liver
cancer, colorectal cancer, esophageal adenocarcinoma, and oral squamous cell carcinoma,
indicating the potential of CDK1 inhibitors to have pan-cancer applications [11–14].

CDK1, also known as CDC2, CDC28A, cell division cycle 2 homolog A, p34 protein
kinase, and p34, is capable of forming a complex with cyclins A, B, D, and E [15,16]. This
kinase primarily regulates the transition between G1/S and G2/M phases while also
promoting M phase progression [16,17]. Its pivotal role in cell cycle regulation stems
from the fact that other CDKs, including the closely related CDK2, cannot compensate
for its functions. CDK1, however, can compensate for the functions of other CDKs and
can drive mammalian cell cycle progression in their absence [18]. Apart from its primary
function of regulating mitosis, CDK1 can also regulate G1 phase progression and the G1/S
transition by forming a complex with other cyclins, such as D1, E, and A [16]. During
the late G2 phase, increased levels of cyclin B allow for stable CDK1/cyclin B complex
formation [16]. However, the complex remains inactive due to Wee1- and Myt1-dependent
inhibitory phosphorylation of the tyrosine 14 and 15 residues in the CDK1 subunit, which
interferes with ATP alignment [16,19]. Once the inhibitory phosphates are removed by
CDC25, the complex becomes activated, leading to a G2/M phase transition [20]. To exit
the M phase, CDK1/cyclin B complex activity needs to be downregulated again, which
is achieved through cyclin B proteolysis [21]. With the ability to phosphorylate over
100 different proteins, the activated CDK1/cyclin B complex can target not only cell cycle-
related proteins but also proteins involved in cell migration and cytoskeleton regulation [21].
Recent studies have identified CDK1 as a key regulator of self-renewal and differentiation of
human embryonic stem cells and human-induced pluripotent stem cells [18,22]. Although
knowledge of CDK1 has increased over the past decade, not all processes in which it is
involved are fully understood [16]. CDK1 overexpression likely leads to pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma tumorigenesis by stimulating checkpoint evasion and inducing stemness
properties [16]. Therefore, the design and development of CDK1 inhibitors represents a
promising approach for effectively managing cancer [11–14,23].

Cancer research has increasingly recognized the potential of natural products as a
source of compounds for developing anticancer drugs [24]. Among these, plant-derived
compounds have shown great promise in cancer drug discovery, as many of the currently
available anticancer drugs are of natural origin or based on natural product scaffolds [25].
Numerous studies have reported the anticancer properties of plants and their extracts,
emphasizing the relevance of natural products in the improvement of cancer therapeu-
tics [25–27].

One plant that has gained attention for its potential as a source of natural anticancer
agents is S. securidaca, a member of the Fabaceae family that has been used in folk medicine
for various ailments, including cancer [28–33]. Previous research has revealed the presence
of several bioactive compounds in different parts of the plant, including the seeds [28–33].
Therefore, investigating the chemical composition of Securigera securidaca seeds and iden-
tifying their potential as inhibitors of CDK1/Cks2 represents a promising strategy for
exploring novel and effective anticancer agents. In this study, we aimed to investigate
the chemical constituents of S. securidaca seeds and evaluate their potential as CDK1 in-
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hibitors using in silico approaches such as molecular docking, ADMET, molecular dynamic
simulations, and MM-PPBSA.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. GC/MS Analysis

GC/MS was used to calculate the percentages of each element in the essential ex-
tract. Table 1 and Figure 1 show the calculated and tabulated relative percentages of each
component. The following substances were found in the GC/MS chromatogram: cyclopen-
tane, 8-nonynoic acid, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural, 4-vinylguaiacol, eugenol, hippeastrine,
vanillin, α-curcumene, α-bergamotene, carbanilic acid, gingerone, didodecyl phthalate,
cholestan-3-ol, and gingerol. Hippeastrine had the lowest percentage (2%), while gin-
gerone had the highest (25.67%). The primary components of the essential extract (gingerol,
eugenol, gingerol, and α-curcumene) demonstrated higher values (25.67, 18.44, 4.02, and
3.89, respectively) and accounted for 52% of the volatile extract’s total content. These
compounds are efficient against a diversity of cancers, including breast, lung, skin, and
prostate cancer [34–37].

Table 1. GC/MS analysis of S. securidaca seeds phytoconstituents.

Component Name RT (min) Area %

Cyclopentane 3.63 8.12
8-Nonynoic acid 4.20 3.07

5-Hydroxymethylfurfural 5.50 16.31
4-Vinylguaiacol 5.93 2.81

Eugenol 6.51 18.44
Hippeastrine 4.43 2.00

Vanillin 5.93 2.46
α-Curcumene 6.51 3.89
α-Bergamotene 7.52 7.76
Carbanilic acid 7.45 7.35

Gingerone 8.13 25.67
Didodecyl phthalate 8.44 6.86

Cholestan-3-ol 9.22 2.33
Gingerol 10.31 4.02
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Figure 1. GC/MS chromatogram of S. securidaca.

2.2. HPLC Analysis

Both standard and sample solutions of S. securidaca seeds were injected three times
for their flavonoid content analysis, and the average of the readings was obtained. The
major component was kaempferol, which appeared at RT 26.483 min, and the minor
component was centaureidin, which appeared at RT 32.447 min, and their percentages in
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the formulation were calculated as 0.9903 mg/g and 0.551 mg/g, respectively (Figure 2).
Kaempferol, a well-known natural flavanol, is found in 80% of plant-based foods such as
beans, broccoli, tomato, apples, grapes, and strawberries, as well as some plant seeds or
fruits. As a result, it has significance in terms of anti-angiogenesic, anti-proliferative, and
anti-metastatic properties [38–40].
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Following the methods used, the observed conditions were used to proceed with
the analysis of steroids. The overall average readings for each sample and the standard
solution were determined after being injected three times. Peak area versus the concen-
tration (mg/mL) was used to measure diosgenin. At an RT of 8.866 min, the diosgenin
concentration (3.087 mg/mL) was visible.

2.3. LC-MS/MS

To indicate the existence of phytochemical components, LC-ESI-MS was utilized
to analyze the alcoholic extract made from S. securidaca (seed material). Electrospray
ionization was utilized in the LC-ESI-MS analysis with a relatively low fragmentation
energy of 30 eV. The analysis was conducted using positive and negative ions, and the
energy value was used to have a good investigation into the analysis, which helped to
identify flavonoids and phenolic acids, as well as their glycosides. The highly complex
existence of the extract was reflected by the mass spectra, which were derived from the
analysis and permitted the preliminary attribution of about 20 substances from a total of
156 unknown peaks that were found. The identified substances could be categorized as
phenolic compounds and their derivatives. Peaks were observed at m/z 279.3, 337.3, and
443.5, corresponding to kaempferol; 278.3 and 220.2, relating to gallic acid; 313.3, 331.4, 792,
800.4, 534.4, 301.3, and 315, corresponding to kaempferol-3-O-glucuronide; 239.3, 240.3,
507.7, and 179.2, corresponding to quercetin; and 281.3, 413.4, and 221.3, corresponding to
naringenin. Additionally, the low energy negative-ion mode [171–479.1] was associated
with compounds called polyphenols (rutin, luteolin, apigenin, diosgenin, and centaureidin).

2.4. Molecular Docking Studies

Molecular docking has become a computational technique popularly used in structure-
based drug models to anticipate the preferred orientation of even one molecule to another
while a small molecule (ligand) and a protein (target) are linked [41–43]. It plays a crucial
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role in natural drug discovery, as it helps to identify potential binding sites, evaluate the
affinity of the ligand–protein interaction, and predict the most beneficial ligand binding
mode [44–46]. Such information is crucial for the choice among the most appropriate
hit candidates for further drug development and the optimization of new drug molecule
design [41].

In the present study, molecular docking was conducted with CDK1 (6GU7.PDB) as
the protein target and 24 isolated phytochemicals from Securigera securidaca seeds as the
ligands. In addition, two reference drugs, AZD5438 (co-crystallized ligand of 6GU7.PDB)
and dinaciclib (experimental control), were included for comparison. The findings of the
molecular docking scores are displayed in Table 2 as binding free energy (∆G) values
in kcal/mol.

Table 2. Binding free energy (∆G) of isolated phytochemicals 1–24 and reference controls against the
cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) (6GU7.PDB) target.

# Phytochemicals
CDK1 (6GU7.PDB)

Docking Score (kcal/mol)

1 4-Vinylguaiacol −5.53
2 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural −6.36
3 8-Nonynoic acid −6.21
4 Apigenin −6.97
5 Carbanilic acid −4.01
6 Centaureidin −7.01
7 Cholestan-3-ol −8.69
8 Cyclopentane −6.99
9 Didodecyl phthalate −6.74

10 Diosgenin −9.31
11 Eugenol −5.99
12 Gallic acid −6.32
13 Gingerol −7.14
14 Gingerone −5.65
15 Hippeastrine −9.42
16 Kaempferol −7.11
17 Kaempferol-3-O-glucuronide −7.37
18 Luteolin −7.24
19 Naringenin −10.41
20 Quercetin −10.63
21 Rutin −11.92
22 Vanillin −6.87
23 α- Curcumene −5.95
24 α-Bergamotene −6.48

AZD5438 (co-crystalized ligand) −8.44
Dinaciclib (experimental control) −10.38

A negative ∆G value in molecular docking signifies a strong binding affinity be-
tween the protein and ligand [47]. It is used to assess the stability of any protein–ligand
interaction and is an indicator of stronger binding [47,48]. The study found that 6 phy-
tochemicals out of 24 exhibited binding energies comparable to those of reference drugs
AZD5438 (−8.44 kcal/mol) and dinaciclib (−10.38 kcal/mol), namely, cholestan-3-ol
(−8.69 kcal/mol), diosgenin (−9.31 kcal/mol), hippeastrine (−9.42 kcal/mol), naringenin
(−10.41 kcal/mol), quercetin (−10.63 kcal/mol), and rutin (−11.92 kcal/mol). Figure 3
presented an analysis of the binding interactions between the six phytochemicals (cholestan-
3-ol, diosgenin, hippeastrine, naringenin, quercetin, and rutin) and the critical amino acids
inside the active binding site of CDK1. The results were also compared to AZD5438
and dinaciclib.

The interactions between six phytochemicals, namely, cholestan-3-ol, diosgenin, hip-
peastrine, naringenin, quercetin, and rutin, with critical amino acids inside the active
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binding site of CDK1 were analyzed in detail, and the results are presented in Figure 3.
To provide a contextual comparison, the results were also compared with reference con-
trols, the CDK1 inhibitors AZD5438 and dinaciclib. The interactions were categorized into
hydrogen bond interactions, Pi-Sigma/Pi-anion interactions, and hydrophobic interactions.

The control AZD5438 displayed hydrogen bond interactions with residues LEU83 and
LYS89, with distances of 2.31 Å and 2.33 Å, respectively (Figure S1). It also had hydrophobic
interactions with residues ILE10, VAL18, ALA31, LYS33, PHE80, and LEU135. The binding
free energy of AZD5438 was found to be −8.44 kcal/mol.
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naringenin (g,h), quercetin (i,j), rutin (k,l), and dinaciclib (m,n) with the CDK1 active binding site
(6GU7.PDB).

Dinaciclib, the other control, displayed hydrogen bond interactions with residues
LYS33, LEU83, LEU83, LYS89, and ASP146 with distances of 2.22 Å, 2.05 Å, 3.31 Å, 2.16 Å,
and 1.95 Å, respectively. It also had a Pi-Sigma interaction with ALA31, as well as hy-
drophobic interactions with residues ILE10, ALA31, VAL18, VAL64, PHE82, PHE80, and
LEU135. The binding free energy of dinaciclib was found to be −10.38 kcal/mol. When
comparing the phytocompounds to the controls, we observed that cholestan-3-ol exhibited
hydrogen bond interactions with ASP86 and LYS89 at distances of 2.21 Å and 1.71 Å, re-
spectively. Additionally, it displayed a Pi-Sigma interaction with PHE80 and hydrophobic
interactions with residues VAL18, ALA31, VAL64, and LEU135. The calculated binding
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free energy of cholestan-3-ol was −8.69 kcal/mol. Similarly, diosgenin showed hydrogen
bond interactions with GLU81 and LEU83 at distances of 1.95 Å and 1.75 Å, respectively. It
also displayed hydrophobic interactions with ILE10, VAL18, ALA31, LEU135, and VAL165,
with a calculated binding free energy of −9.31 kcal/mol. Hippeastrine exhibited hydrogen
bond interactions with LYS33 and GLU81, with distances of 2.19 Å and 2.05 Å, respectively.
Furthermore, it displayed a Pi-anion interaction with ASP146 and hydrophobic interactions
with ILE10, ALA31, VAL18, VAL64, LEU135, PHE82, and ALA145, with a binding free
energy of −9.42 kcal/mol. Naringenin showed hydrogen bond interactions with GLU81,
LEU83, ASP86, LYS89, and ASP146, with distances of 1.99 Å, 1.95 Å, 2.15 Å, 2.37 Å, and
2.50 Å, respectively. It also displayed a Pi-Sigma interaction with LEU135 and hydrophobic
interactions with ALA31, PHE80, VAL64, and ALA145. The calculated binding free energy
of naringenin was −10.41 kcal/mol.

The analysis of molecular interactions revealed that quercetin formed hydrogen bonds
with GLU81, LEU83, ASP146, and ASP146 at distances of 2.06 Å, 1.94 Å, 2.11 Å, 1.90 Å,
and 2.21 Å, respectively. Furthermore, it exhibited Pi-Sigma interactions with LEU135
and ALA145, as well as hydrophobic interactions with ALA31, ILE10, PHE80, VAL64, and
LEU135. These findings provide valuable insights into the interactions between the hit
phytocompounds, namely, cholestan-3-ol, diosgenin, hippeastrine, naringenin, quercetin,
and rutin, with the target cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1). Notably, the data presented
in Figure 3 indicated that the two controls, AZD5438 and dinaciclib, had more extensive
interactions compared to the phytocompounds. For instance, dinaciclib formed hydrogen
bonds with five residues (LYS33, LEU83, LEU83, LYS89, and ASP146), whereas quercetin
interacted with only two residues (GLU81 and LEU83). Comparing each phytochemical
with the two controls, it was observed that diosgenin had fewer hydrogen bond interactions
compared to both controls, but its binding free energy was similar to that of AZD5438.
Cholestan-3-ol had similar hydrogen bond interactions as AZD5438, but its binding free
energy was slightly lower. On the other hand, quercetin had Pi-Sigma interactions with
residues LEU135 and ALA145 in addition to its hydrogen bond interactions, which made it
closer to dinaciclib in terms of molecular interactions.

Hippeastrine had Pi-anion interactions with ASP146, which is unique among the
phytochemicals and may suggest that it is a promising candidate for further investigation.
Naringenin had Pi-Sigma interactions with LEU135 and hydrophobic interactions with
residues ALA31, VAL64, PHE80, and ALA145, which are similar to dinaciclib, making it
another candidate for further investigation. Rutin had many hydrogen bond interactions,
which were comparable to dinaciclib, but its binding free energy was slightly lower.

Molecular interaction analysis between hit phytochemicals and the CDK1 target
suggested that quercetin, naringenin, and hippeastrine are promising candidates for further
investigation, as they had the closest molecular interactions to the two controls. Although
it is essential to point out that this assessment was conducted according to a single target,
more research is required to validate these outcomes. These phytochemicals may be
potential CDK1 inhibitors, as indicated by their high binding interactions and binding free
energy. The fact that these phytochemicals have demonstrated anticancer properties in
experimental studies may support our findings [49–51].

To fully evaluate the potential of these compounds as therapeutic agents, their phar-
macological properties and safety must be considered. In silico ADMET analysis, which
examines absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity, can provide valuable
insights into their pharmacological profiles and predict their potential as hit candidates. In
addition, conducting molecular dynamics studies can provide a more detailed understand-
ing of the binding mechanisms of these ligands. Therefore, combining in silico ADMET
analysis and molecular dynamics studies can provide a comprehensive evaluation of these
phytochemicals’ suitability as therapeutic agents.
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2.5. ADMET Prediction

Lipinski’s Principle of Five (RO5), also known as Pfizer’s Principle of Five, or simply
the Rule of Five (RO5), is often a commonly accepted standard for determining the oral
bioavailability of bioactive molecules [52]. The rule postulates that a compound’s poor
absorption, as well as permeation, is more probable when its properties exceed the following
thresholds: upwards of 5 donors of hydrogen bonds, greater than 10 hydrogen bond
acceptors, a molecular weight exceeding 500 Da, and a computed logP greater than 5 [53].
The RO5 has been an influential tool in the drug discovery process, with approximately 50%
of new chemical entities designed for oral administration adhering to these guidelines [53].
It is important to note that this rule is not a foolproof predictor of oral bioavailability [53].
This is because some compounds with higher molecular weights or logP values can still
exhibit oral absorption [53].

The Ghose filter is another commonly used drug-like filter in drug discovery, which
defines drug-likeness through constraints on calculated logP (−0.4–5.6), as well as molec-
ular weight (160–480 Da) and hydrogen bond acceptors (0–10) [54]. The Veber rule is
a criterion applied to examine the drug-likeness of compounds and stipulates that the
number of rotatable bonds should not be greater than 10, and the topological polar surface
area (TPSA) ought to be lower than (should be less than) 140 Å2 [55]. This rule is often used
in conjunction with Lipinski’s Principle of Five, which highlights the correlation between
drug oral bioavailability and small, moderately lipophilic compounds [56]. In addition, the
Veber rule has been utilized in terahertz light research to identify rotating bonds in drug
candidate molecules [57].

The Egan rule is another criterion applied to evaluate the drug-likeness of com-
pounds [58,59]. It considers compounds along with 0 ≥ TPSA ≤ 132 Å2 and −1 ≥ logP ≤ 6
to have good bioavailability [58,59]. The Muegge rule is another criterion used to appraise
the drug-likeness of compounds, which specifies that the molecular weight should be no
greater than 500 Da, the total number of hydrogen bond donors should be no more than 5,
and the total number of hydrogen bond acceptors should be no more than 10 [60].

The Egan and Muegge rules are often used in conjunction with other rules such as
Lipinski’s and Ghose filters to predict drug absorption [58–60]. It is important to note
that these filters should be viewed as guidelines rather than absolute measures when
evaluating drug-likeness [61]. While these rules have proven useful in predicting drug
absorption, some compounds may still exhibit oral bioavailability despite exceeding certain
thresholds [61].

The results shown in Table 3 present the estimated physicochemical and drug-likeness
properties of the six hit phytochemicals using the Swiss-ADME webserver. Properties
such as molecular weight, TPSA, molar refractivity, and octanol–water partition coefficient
(LogP) are crucial for evaluating the potential of a compound for drug development.
Dinaciclib, the control drug, has a molecular weight of 396.49 g/mol, a TPSA of 91.15 Å2, a
molar refractivity of 117.94, and a LogP of 1.55. Its water solubility is categorized as soluble.

Among the six hit phytochemicals, hippeastrine is the closest in terms of drug-likeness
properties to dinaciclib. Its molecular weight is 315.32 g/mol, its molar refractivity is
83.56, its TPSA is 68.23 Å2, its LogP is 0.66, and its water solubility is very soluble. The
drug-likeness properties as indicated by the Lipinski, Ghose, Veber, and Egan rules, as well
as the Muegge filters suggest that hippeastrine is a potentially promising candidate for
drug development.

Naringenin and quercetin also have drug-likeness properties that are relatively similar
to dinaciclib. Naringenin has a molecular weight of 272.25 g/mol, a TPSA of 86.99 Å2, a
molar refractivity of 71.57, a LogP of 2.19, and a water solubility of soluble. Quercetin has
a molecular weight of 302.24 g/mol, a TPSA of 131.36 Å2, a molar refractivity of 78.03, a
LogP of 1.99, and a water solubility of soluble.

Cholestan-3-ol, diosgenin, and rutin, the remaining three hit phytochemicals, have
drug-likeness properties that are less similar to dinaciclib. Cholestan-3-ol and diosgenin
are poorly soluble in water and do not meet the criteria set by the Lipinski, Ghose, Veber,
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and Egan rules and the Muegge filters. Rutin is moderately soluble in water but also does
not meet the criteria set by the filters.

Table 3. The estimated physicochemical and drug-likeness properties using the Swiss-ADME web-
server for the hit phytochemicals.

Phytochemicals
Physicochemical Properties Drug-Likeness Observed

*MW
(g/mol) *MR *TPSA

(Å2) *LogP Water Solubility Lipinski Ghose Veber Egan Muegge

Cholestan-3-ol 388.67 124.09 20.23 7.47 Poorly soluble No No Yes No No
Diosgenin 414.62 121.59 38.69 5.71 Poorly soluble No No Yes Yes No

Hippeastrine 315.32 83.56 68.23 0.66 Very soluble Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Naringenin 272.25 71.57 86.99 2.19 Soluble Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quercetin 302.24 78.03 131.36 1.99 Soluble Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rutin 610.52 141.38 269.43 −1.69 Moderately soluble No No No No No
Dinaciclib 396.49 117.94 91.15 1.55 Soluble Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

*MW—molecular weight, *MR—molar refractivity, *TPSA—topological polar surface area, *LogP—octanol–water
partition coefficient (lipophilicity).

Pharmacokinetics is the investigation of how drugs access the body, circulate, and exit
the body [23]. The effects of a drug on an individual are determined by its pharmacological
characteristics at the site of action [23]. Table 4 shows the estimated pharmacokinetics and
toxicological properties of six hit phytochemicals compared to dinaciclib as a control using
the Swiss-ADME and pkCSM webservers. Hippeastrine and naringenin are the two best
phytochemicals that are closest to the control in terms of properties. Both hippeastrine and
naringenin have high GI absorption and do not cross the BBB, making them promising
candidates for oral drug delivery. They are also Pgp substrates and do not inhibit CYP2C19,
indicating a low potential for drug–drug interactions. However, hippeastrine is potentially
toxic, with a greater tolerated dose of −0.459 log mg/kg/day, while naringenin has a higher
greater tolerated dose of −0.176 log mg/kg/day. Both compounds also have relatively low
rat acute toxicity LD50 effects of 2.492 and 1.791 mol/kg, respectively.

Table 4. The estimated pharmacokinetics and toxicological properties using the Swiss-ADME and
pkCSM webservers for the hit phytochemicals.

Phytochemicals

Pharmacokinetics Properties Toxicological Properties

GI Absorption Cross BBB Pgp Substrate CYP2C19
Inhibitor AMES toxicity

Max Tolerated
Dose (human)
log mg/kg/day

Oral Rat
Acute Toxicity
(LD50) mol/kg

Cholestan-3-ol Low No No No No −0.693 2.396
Diosgenin High Yes No No No −0.559 1.921

Hippeastrine High No Yes No No −0.459 2.492
Naringenin High No Yes No No −0.176 1.791
Quercetin High No No No No 0.499 2.471

Rutin Low No Yes No No 0.452 2.491
Dinaciclib High No Yes No No −0.328 2.626

The results presented in Tables 3 and 4 suggest that hippeastrine and naringenin
exhibit drug-like properties and desirable pharmacokinetic and toxicological characteristics,
which are comparable to the reference compound dinaciclib. These findings highlight the
potential of these phytochemicals as promising hit candidates for further investigation,
such as molecular dynamics simulations, to assess their dynamic behavior and stability.
However, it is essential to conduct additional experiments and studies to validate these
results and determine the safety and efficacy of these compounds.

2.6. Molecular Dynamic Simulations

To further investigate the binding of hippeastrine and naringenin to the active binding
site of CDK1, we performed 100 ns in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the four
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ligand–protein complexes, including AZD5438 and dinaciclib, using GROMACS 2016. The
stability of the docked complexes was analyzed by calculating the average root-mean-
square deviation (RMSD), the average root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) of the protein
and ligand backbone atoms, and the radius of gyration (ROG).

The RMSD of the Cα-backbone of CDK1 bound to the AZD5438 and dinaciclib
molecules exhibited a deviation of approximately 3.5 Å and 3.3 Å, respectively, more
than the course of the 100 ns MD simulation (Figure 4A). Interestingly, the Cα-backbone
RMSD of CDK1 bound to hippeastrine and naringenin showed slightly smaller deviations
than the AZD5438 system and were close to the dinaciclib system, with deviations of
approximately 3.2 Å and 3.3 Å, respectively (Figure 4A).
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Figure 4. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) analysis plots for the molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation trajectories were conducted over a 100 ns time scale. (A) RMSD plots for the protein
backbone of CDK1, exhibiting molecular vibrations after binding with AZD5438 (black), dinaciclib
(red), hippeastrine (blue), and naringenin (green). (B) RMSD plots highlighting the conformational
changes of AZD5438 (black), dinaciclib (red), hippeastrine (blue), and naringenin (green) upon
binding with CDK1.

We also examined the conformational changes and stability of the ligands inside the
active binding site of CDK1, as displayed in Figure 4B. Our results suggest that hippeastrine
and naringenin exhibited good convergence and stable conformations within the binding
site throughout the 100 ns MD simulation, with conformational changes less than 2 Å.
Based on these findings, we conclude that the CDK1-bound hippeastrine and naringenin
molecules are quite stable because of their higher affinity for the protein and can be
considered promising candidates for further study.

In molecular dynamics simulations, RMSF and ROG assessments are valuable tools
for evaluating protein stability and flexibility [62–64]. RMSF analysis measures the mean
fluctuation of residues that occurs during simulation, while the ROG assessment deter-
mines the mass-weighted root mean square separation of the protein from its center of
mass [51–53]. By using these methods, we can gain important insights into the structural
stability and compactness of proteins [62–64].

In this study, RMSF and ROG analyses were performed on the MD simulation trajec-
tories of CDK1 complexed with AZD5438, dinaciclib, hippeastrine, and naringenin over
a 100 ns time scale to determine their structural stability and compactness changes. The
RMSF plots in Figure 5A display the average residual fluctuations of CDK1 after binding
to the different ligands. Interestingly, the RMSF values for CDK1 bound to hippeastrine
and naringenin were found to be similar to those of AZD5438 and dinaciclib; on average,
residual fluctuation variations in the systems were less than 2 Å. This suggests that hip-
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peastrine and naringenin may stabilize the protein structure by reducing the flexibility of
the CDK1 backbone as the controls.
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Figure 5. The root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) and radius of gyration analysis plots for the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation trajectories were conducted over a 100 ns time scale. (A) RMSF
plots of CDK1’s average residual fluctuations after binding to each ligand. (B) ROG plots demonstrat-
ing the compactness of the CDK1 protein structure induced by binding to each ligand. These plots
are shown with AZD5438 in black, dinaciclib in red, hippeastrine in blue, and naringenin in green.

Panel B in Figure 5 shows the ROG plots, which highlight the compactness of the CDK1
protein structure and its conformational changes upon binding to the different ligands. The
black, red, blue, and green curves represent the ROG plots for CDK1 bound to AZD5438,
dinaciclib, hippeastrine, and naringenin, respectively. To gain a deeper understanding
of protein compactness following ligand binding, we calculated the ROG values over
the last 10 ns of the MD simulation. The average ROG values for AZD5438, dinaciclib,
hippeastrine, and naringenin were found to be approximately 19.92 Å, 19.71 Å, 19.93 Å,
and 19.56 Å, respectively. The average ROG values of CDK1 suggested that hippeastrine
and naringenin may not significantly affect the compactness structure of the protein, as
compared to reference drugs AZD5438 and dinaciclib. Overall, the results showed that
hippeastrine and naringenin exhibited good convergence and stable conformations within
the CDK1 active binding site and reduced the flexibility of the protein backbone, suggesting
they may have potential as CDK1 inhibitors.

The widely applied Molecular Mechanics Poisson–Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-
PBSA) strategy provides good convergence to experimental outcomes when computing
the binding free energy of protein–ligand complexes [65]. This approach combines free
energy estimates based on implicit solvent models with energetic calculations that utilize
molecular mechanics [66]. For modelling molecular recognition, including such protein–
ligand binding interactions, the MM-PBSA technique has been proven to be a reliable and
effective free energy simulation strategy [66,67].

It is possible to gain further insight into CDK1–ligand binding affinity by applying MM-
PBSA to CDK1–ligand complexes and potentially confirm the suitability of hippeastrine and
naringenin as hit candidates by applying MM-PBSA in molecular dynamics simulations.

This study delivers valuable insights into the binding energies of ligands to the active
binding site of CDK1. The outcomes demonstrate that all the ligands possess a relatively
strong binding affinity for the receptor, along with binding energies ranging from −52.03
to −59.41 kJ/mol. By examining the energy contributions from different interactions, we
can learn more about the molecular mechanisms underlying the interactions.
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Table 5 presents data that reveal van der Waals interactions as the primary factor
contributing to the binding energy for all systems, ranging from −28.63 to −31.24 kJ/mol.
This finding indicates that the physical interactions among the atoms of the ligand and the
receptor are the primary driving force behind ligand binding. Additionally, electrostatic
interactions, ranging from −31.15 to −37.16 kJ/mol, also played a significant role in the
binding process, emphasizing their importance.

Table 5. MM-PBSA energies (∆GBinding) for ligand binding (hippeastrine and naringenin) at the
active binding site of CDK1 (6GU7.PDB). AZD5438 and dinaciclib were used for comparison. All the
energy units in kJ/mol.

System ∆GBinding
(kJ/mol)

Electrostatic
(kJ/mol)

Van der Waal
(kJ/mol)

Polar Solvation
(kJ/mol)

Non-Polar
Solvation (kJ/mol)

CDK1-AZD5438 −52.03 −34.01 −28.63 26.94 −16.33

CDK1-Dinaciclib −59.41 −37.16 −31.24 23.63 −14.64

CDK1-Hippeastrine −55.06 −34.35 −30.53 26.31 −16.49

CDK1-Naringenin −54.08 −31.15 −29.47 21.76 −15.22

As expected, the polar and non-polar salvation solvation energy values for the ligands
were relatively low, ranging from −16.49 to 26.94 kJ/mol and −15.22 to −16.33 kJ/mol,
respectively. This implies that the solvent does not play a significant role in the binding
process of the ligands to the receptor.

The MM-PBSA calculations were consistent with the RMSD and RMSF results, in-
dicating that hippeastrine and naringenin have strong binding interactions with CDK1.
The binding free energy values for these ligands were similar to those of reference ligands
AZD5438 and dinaciclib, suggesting that they possess comparable binding affinities to
the receptor. The electrostatic energy values for hippeastrine and naringenin were also
comparable to those of AZD5438 and dinaciclib, suggesting that these ligands interact
similarly with the electrostatic potential of the receptor. However, the van der Waals energy
values for hippeastrine and naringenin were slightly greater than those of AZD5438 and
dinaciclib, indicating that they may have slightly different interactions with the van der
Waals forces of the receptor.

Overall, our findings suggest that hippeastrine and naringenin may have potential as
CDK1 inhibitors. However, additional studies such as in vitro and in vivo assays are neces-
sary to verify these results and assess the binding affinity and efficacy of these compounds
as CDK1 inhibitors. This study highlights the importance of using computational methods
such as RMSD, RMSF, and MM-PBSA in the early phases of drug inventions to estimate
the structural stability and the potential of protein–ligand complexes.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Collection and Preparation of S. securidaca Seed Extracts

S. securidaca seeds were obtained from a local market in Hafr Al Batin, Saudi Arabia.
The seeds were verified by comparing them to a reference herbarium sample.

3.2. Preparation of S. securidaca Seed Extracts
3.2.1. GC/MS

The samples were ground up, stored desiccated in plastic containers, and dried at 60 ◦C
for one hour to a constant weight. For 24 h at room temperature, 500 mL of mixing ethanol
with water (1:1 v/v) was continuously infused with 50 g of dried sample powder. Under
reduced pressure at 45 ◦C, the extracted material was filtered before being concentrated
to dryness. Then 100 mg of the cleaned extract was partitioned into chloroform with
water (1:1 v/v) for GC/MS examine. Under lower pressure at 45 ◦C, the eventual findings
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crude organic phase was evaporated, then filtered, and concentrated to dryness. Then gas
chromatography-mass was used to analyze the fraction obtained [68].

3.2.2. Glycine Test

One gram of powdered plant seeds was set in 100 mL of hexane and evaporated for
one hour. Then 0.5 g of the flesh was extracted for 1 h by ultrasound waves utilizing 5 mL
of an extracting remedy that contained ethanol and 0.2% metaphoric acid by volume. The
solution was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm and 4 ◦C for 5 min. Using a concentrator, 0.8 mL
of supernatant was dried for 4 h. A 0.22 m nylon syringe filter was utilized to filter the
samples before they were placed in an HPLC glass vial and securely closed. After that,
0.5 L of the samples was added to the HPLC instrument [68].

3.2.3. Glycoside Test

A conical flask was filled with ground seed powder (0.5 g) (90 mL). Then 20 mL of
ethanol was added, extractions were conducted, and the water bath was shaken at the same
temperature of 37 ◦C that was used for water extraction. A rotary evaporator was used
to completely fade away the ethanol from the filtrate after the extracts were thoroughly
filtered, similar to the water extraction. The dried sample was mixed with 5 mL of diethyl
ether, and then the mixture was vortexed for 1 min at room temperature (20 ± 2 ◦C) to
initiate precipitation of the major phytoconstituents. To prepare it for the HPLC method,
diethyl ether was evaporated after being allowed to dry up overnight inside a fume hood.

3.2.4. Flavonoids Test

Five grams of powder seeds was immersed in a solvent consisting of aqueous methanol
(99%) and 1% hydrochloric acid, and effective integration of microwave (MAE) and ul-
trasound (UAE) guided extraction was used. One gram of the lyophilized dehydrated
powders was combined with 4 mL of such extraction solvent, which contained methanol
and hydrochloric acid (99:1, v/v), and then was microwaved for 15 s at 450 W. Following
that, each mixture was put in a light-protected vial and sonicated in an ultrasonicator at
258 ◦C for 15 min at a steady frequency of 35 kHz. Having been sonicated, the lyophilized
seed solutions were centrifuged for 20 min at 3500 rpm, after which each extract of the
seeds was gathered in a lab flask for HPLC analysis [68].

3.2.5. Steroids Test

While using a magnetic stirrer, 100 mg of powdered seeds was extracted in 200 mL of
70% methanol for 3 h at 60 ◦C. Before HPLC analysis, the achieved extract was lyophilized,
diluted in methanol (1:1), and filtered by a 0.22-micron nylon syringe filter.

3.3. Instrumentation and MS Parameters
3.3.1. GC/MS

A gas chromatograph with an Agilent 6890 mass spectrometer and an Agilent mass
spectrometric detector, direct capillary interface, and PAS-5ms column made of fused silica
(30 m, 0.32 mm, and 0.25 m in film thickness) were used. The following circumstances
existed when the extract under investigation was injected. About 1.0 mL/min of helium
was utilized as the carrier gas in a pulsed split-less mode. The injection volume should be
1.0 µL, with a 3 min solvent delay. The mass spectrometric detector was run in electron
influence ionization mode, scanning between 50 and 500 m/z, with an ionization energy of
70 e.v. The multiplier voltage (EM 5 voltage) was kept at 1250 v out of auto-tune, while the
ion source temperature was 230 ◦C [58]. To perform the glycine test, a 2.1 mm × 1.7 m C18
column that was thermostated at 16 ◦C was used in conjunction with the chromatography
method. Chemstation, an analytical tool for chromatography data, was used to analyze the
data (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The Mobile Phase System was applied with a flow
rate of 0.4 mL/min as described:
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Mobile Phase Grades Time

A (10% methanol with 0.1% formic acid)

10–30 0–6.5

30–100 6.5–7

100–10 8–8.5

10 8.5–12.5

B (50% methanol with 0.1% formic acid)

90–70 0–6.5

70–0 6.5–7

0–90 8–8.5

90 8.5–12.5

The detector was a fluorescence detector with emissions at 440 and 335 nm wave-
lengths. Retention was used to identify amino acids [45].

3.3.2. HPLC

Chromatography was conducted using a 5 µm OmniSpher C18 column with a
250 × 4.6 mm internal diameter (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The flowing mobile phases
(A consisting of 0.1% phosphoric acid mixed with water, B consisting of 100% methanol
HPLC grade) were used (Table 6). The flow rate should be 0.8 mL per minute. For samples
and standards, the injection volume was 20 µL, and the compounds were all isolated at
room temperature. Between independent runs, a 10 min re-equilibration duration was
utilized. The detection wavelength for UV-vis spectra was 280 nm [46].

Table 6. Mobile phase grades of HPLC for analysis of S. securidaca seed phytoconstituents.

Mobile Phase Grades (Flow Rate 0.8 mL/min) Time

A (0.1% phosphoric acid in water)

95 0

5–25 0–0.5

80–90 0.5–2

10–60 2–4.5

50–60 4.5–8

0 8–14

B (100% HPLC grade methanol)

5 0

95–75 0–0.5

20–10 0.5–2

90–40 2–4.5

50–40 4.5–8

100 8–14

To test for flavonoids, a reverse-phase SupelcosilTM LC-18 HPLC column with a 15 cm
length and 4 mm inner diameter, and 5 µm diameter octadecyl silane particles were used,
as previously described [69].

In the steroids test, the HPLC system—Agilent 1200—composed of two LC-20AD
pumps with a DGU-26A7 degasser was connected to a micromixer (0.5–2.6 mL for HPLC-
ELSD), CTO-20AC thermostat, CBM-20A control system, and SIL 20ACYR autosampler
with an evaporative light scattering detector with an ELSD 3300 N2 generator (Alltech As-
sociates, Deerfield, IL, USA). Chemstation software was used to collect and process the data
(version 3.b32). Formic acid and water (A, 99.9:0.1, V/V), as well as acetonitrile (B, 99.9:0.1,
V/V), made up the mobile phase. On an Invention C-18 column (150 mm × 2.1 mm, 3 µm),
isolation was first carried out by the following gradient programs: 0 min—20% B, 27 min—
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33.5% B, and 45 min—100% B. The flow rate was 0.2 mL min–1, and the column temperature
was 20 ◦C. The injection volume was 1 µL.

3.4. Molecular Docking
3.4.1. Protein Structure Preparation

The 3D structure of the CDK1 complex with the co-crystallized ligand AZD5438 (PDB
ID: 6GU7) [70], derived from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [70] in PDB format, was selected
as the protein target for further analysis. Dinaciclib, a novel CDK inhibitor with promising
antitumor activity in clinical trials, was chosen as the reference drug for a comparative
study [71–73]. The protein targets were preprocessed for molecular docking studies using
the Biovia Discovery Studio Visualizer (Biovia, 2020) [74] to remove heteroatoms and non-
essential water molecules and the YASARA web-server tool to add missing amino acids [75].
The H++ web-server tool was utilized to calculate the ionization states of titratable amino
acid groups at pH 7.4 [76]. The resulting output was then transformed to PDBQT format via
AutoDock Tools version 1.5.6 software [77], including adding polar hydrogen atoms and
Kollman charges. The active binding site coordinate for the docking studies was recognized
from the potential ligand binding domain region of the crystal structure.

3.4.2. Ligand Preparation

In this study, the reference drug dinaciclib’s 2D structure (PubChem ID: 46926350) was
collected from the PubChem database (“https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, accessed on
18 December 2022”) to conduct a molecular docking experiment. The protein structures
for AZD5438 were taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 6GU7), and any changes in
conformation were considered when determining the structure of the drug. ChemDraw
JS can be found at https://chemdrawdirect.perkinelmer.cloud/js/sample/index.html,
accessed on 18 December 2022, and twenty-four phytochemical compounds were illustrated
and stored in the Structural Data File (SDF) format. To ensure the stability of each ligand, an
energy minimization process was initiated, incorporating the Universal Force Field (UFF)
and a Conjugate Gradient (CG) optimization algorithm that runs for a thousand steps. This
optimization process was conducted through the Open Babel software, and the resulting
structures were saved in PDB format. The Gasteiger charges were allocated to the ligands
utilizing AutoDock Tools version 1.5.6, and the ligands were stored in PDBQT format, all
set for molecular docking simulations.

3.4.3. Molecular Docking Preparation

To assess the binding affinity and molecular interactions of the twenty-four phyto-
chemical compounds along with CDK1, a molecular docking investigation was carried
out. The AutoDock 4.2 Release 4.2.6 software [77,78] was utilized for the docking calcu-
lations, and the phytochemicals (ligands) were docked against co-crystallized AZD5438
and dinaciclib reference controls. To optimize the binding poses of the compounds, the
Lamarckian genetic algorithm was used, with flexible ligands and a rigid CDK1 [79]. The
active binding site of CDK1 was utilized for docking, and the grid box was centered on
the ligand of the original CDK1 structures. The grid box size was 404,040 along the X-,
Y-, and Z-axes, with the central grid point of the map located at 32.61, 16.15, and 11.25
(XYZ-coordinates). To ensure consistency in the calculations, the default values were used
for all parameters except the number of runs, which was set to 150, and the greater number
of assessments, which was set to 25,000,000. Finally, the binding energies and properties of
the various phytochemical compounds were evaluated and examined for their potential as
therapeutic hit candidates.

3.5. ADMET Prediction

The use of in silico tools to predict the ADMET impact of ligands, as well as their
impurities, is increasingly important for the quality monitoring of medicines [80]. To this
end, we utilized the SwissADME server [81] to predict the physicochemical, drug-like,

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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and pharmacokinetic properties of our selected ligands, while the pkCSM server [82] was
utilized to predict the toxicological impacts. To validate these predictions, we conducted
a comparative study with dinaciclib as a control. The resulting predictions were used to
find potential hit candidates for further in silico investigations, such as molecular dynamic
simulations, based on their predicted safety and drug-likeness properties.

3.6. Molecular Dynamics

The priorities of this study were to assess the binding behavior and stability of specific
phytocompounds in the active binding sites of the protein CDK1 by using molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The crystal structure of CDK1 in combination with AZD5438
was employed as a point of origin for the simulations. MD simulations were carried out via
the GROMACS software package (version 2016.3) and the Gromos96 54a7 force field [83]
for 100 nanoseconds. Prior to the simulation, the topology files for the ligand and protein
were produced via suitable tools, namely, the GROMACS tool, pdb2gmx, and the PRODRG
server that was accessed on 5 February 2023 (“http://davapc1.bioch.dundee.ac.uk/cgi-bin/
prodrg”), respectively. The systems were then solvated by the Transferable Intermolecular
Potential along with the 3 Points (TIP3P) water model, and counterions were introduced to
offset the charge. To complete the preparation for the simulation, the potential energy of
systems was lowered with the steepest descent integrator for 50,000 greater minimization
steps and an energy step size of 0.01. Thereafter, the systems were equilibrated in the NVT
ensemble for 100 ps at 310 K by the v-rescale coupling method, accompanied by another
100 ps of equilibration along with the NPT ensemble at 1.0 bar utilizing the Berendsen
pressure coupling procedure [68,84].

Following the temperature and pressure equilibrations, we carried out MD simulation
runs on the models for a duration of 100 ns each at 1 bar and 310 K. Short-range non-bonded
interactions were limited to 1.2 nm, whereas long-range electrostatic interactions were
handled using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm [85]. The bonds and hydrogen
atoms were constrained via the LINCS algorithm [86]. All simulations had a time step of
2 fs, and MD data were analyzed by recording the coordinates every 5000 steps (10 ps) and
using various techniques such as RMSD and RMSF to assess the stability and strength of
the interactions between the phytocompounds and the protein. For visualization of the
results, we used various tools and techniques, such as Biovia Discovery Studio Visualizer
(Biovia, 2020) to create molecular graphics images and OriginPro 2021 (version 9.8.0.200)
to produce graphs. These images and graphs provided a detailed representation of the
systems and the interactions taking place, offering a more profound comprehension of the
simulation results.

3.7. Binding Free Energy Calculation Using MM/PBSA

Our study used the molecular mechanics Poisson–Boltzmann surface area (MM-PBSA)
procedure [87], a commonly used procedure for measuring the binding free energy from
snapshots of molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories. We examined the binding free energies
of the chosen phytochemical hits and reference controls (AZD5438 and dinaciclib) against
CDK1 by taking snapshots between 90 and 100 ns at intervals of 100 ps during the MD
simulations equilibrium processes. This assessment was conducted by the g_mmpbsa
software of Gromacs [88,89]. To compute the binding free energy of the ligand–protein
complex inside the solvent, we subtracted the sum of the total energies of the protein
(Gprotein) and ligand (Gligand) in the solvent when separated from the total free energy of
the protein–ligand complex (Gcomplex). This was done by the following equation [75]:

∆Gbind = [Gcomplex − Gprotein + Gligand] (1)

http://davapc1.bioch.dundee.ac.uk/cgi-bin/prodrg
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The energy that is free for every separate state, including the complex, protein, and
ligand, was approximated by adding up the mean potential energy of molecular mechanics
in a vacuum (EMM) and the energy that is free from solvation (Gsolvation) [89]:

Gx = EMM + Gsolvation (2)

The molecules’ potential energy was calculated in a vacuum environment by adding
the energy from both bonded (Ebonded) and non-bonded (Enon-bonded) interactions. Ebonded
covers interactions such as bonding, angles, and dihedral, as well as improper interactions,
while Enon-bonded includes electrostatic (Eelec) and van der Waals (Evdw) interactions [89]:

EMM = Ebonded + Enon_bonded = Ebonded + [Evdw + Eelec] (3)

To obtain the free energy of solvation (Gsolvation), we added the non-polar solvation
free energy (Gnon-polar) and the free energy of electrostatic solvation (Gpolar) [89]:

Gsolvation = Gpolar + Gnon-polar (4)

The Poisson–Boltzmann equation [78] was applied to compute the electrostatic solva-
tion free energy (Gpolar), whereas the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) was utilized to
estimate the non-polar solvation free energy (Gnon-polar) according to the following equation:

Gnon-polar = γSASA + b (5)

In this study, two sets of values were provided for the coefficients γ and b used to
estimate the solvation free energy in Equation (5). If the simulation is carried out using
units of kcal/mol, then the values γ = 0.0054 kcal/mol·Å2 and b = 0.916 kcal/mol should
be used. On the other hand, if the simulation is carried out using units of kJ/mol, then the
values γ = 0.02267 kJ/mol·Å2 and b = 3.849 kJ/mol should be used. The choice of which
set of values to use depends on the unit system being used in the simulation.

It is important to point out that the value of ∆Ebonded was considered to be zero in
this computation [90]. These results of the calculation of binding free energy could offer
valuable information regarding the energetics of interactions among the protein and ligand
molecules, which may help in recognizing the potential hit compounds.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, our study has successfully identified hippeastrine and naringenin as
promising hit candidates for CDK1 inhibition, which may offer new opportunities for the
improvement of effective anti-cancer agents. The fact that these compounds were isolated
from Securigera securidaca seeds, a plant that has been used for ailments in conventional
medicine for a long time, highlights the possibilities of natural products being used as
valuable sources for drug discovery.

Our in silico studies suggest that hippeastrine and naringenin exhibit favorable molec-
ular interactions and drug-like properties, as well as desirable pharmacokinetic and toxico-
logical profiles, which make them attractive candidates for further development. The good
convergence and stable conformations observed in the molecular dynamic (MD) simula-
tions moreover support the prospects of these compounds as effective CDK1 inhibitors for
cancer therapy.

Moving forward, future research should prioritize validating the CDK1 inhibitory
activity of hippeastrine and naringenin in vitro and in vivo, as well as exploring their
mechanisms of action and potential synergistic effects with other anti-cancer agents. Addi-
tionally, efforts should be made to optimize the chemical structures of these compounds for
improved potency, selectivity, and bioavailability, and to develop formulations suitable for
clinical use.

Overall, our findings offer insightful information about how natural products are
evolving as potential sources for novel anti-cancer medications and underscore the impor-
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tance of interdisciplinary approaches to drug discovery. We hope that this research will
inspire further studies in this area and contribute to the improvement of more effective and
less toxic treatments for cancer patients.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pr11051478/s1, Figure S1. (A) Superimposition and (B) 2D
interaction analysis of the original co-crystallized ligand AZD5438 (depicted in blue for carbon (C),
red for oxygen (O), navy for nitrogen (N), and orange for sulphur (S)). (C) Re-docked ligand (depicted
in cyan for carbon (C), red for oxygen (O), navy for nitrogen (N), and orange for sulphur (S)) in the
crystal structure of human CDK1/CKS2 complex with AZD5438 (PDB ID: 6GU7). The root mean
square deviation between the original co-crystallized ligand of AZD5438 and the re-docked ligand
was 0.92 Å.
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